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Abstract
Sensorimotor experiences can modify the internal models for action. These modifications can govern the discrepancies between predicted and actual sensory consequences, such as distinguishing self- and other-generated actions. This distinction may also contribute toward the inhibition of movement interference, which is strongly associated with the coupling of observed and executed actions. Therefore, movement interference could be mediated by the sensorimotor experiences underlying the self-other distinction. The present study examined the impact of sensorimotor experiences on involuntary movement interference (motor contagion). Participants were required to complete a motor contagion paradigm in which they executed horizontal arm movements while observing congruent (horizontal) or incongruent (vertical) arm movements of a model. This task was completed before and after a training protocol in which participants executed the same horizontal arm movements in the absence of the model stimuli. Different groups of participants trained with or without vision of their moving limb. Analysis of participants who were predisposed to motor contagion (involuntary movement interference during the observation of incongruent movements) revealed that the no vision group continued to demonstrate contagion at post-training, although the vision group did not. We propose that the vision group were able to integrate the visual afferent information with an internal model for action, which effectively refines the ability to match self-produced afferent and efferent sources of information during response-execution. This enhanced matching allows for a better distinction between self and other, which in turn, mediates the inhibition of motor contagion.
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Introduction
The mimicry of observed motor behaviours has been suggested to unfold because of a common relation between the neural codes representing actions and their sensory consequences [1, 2]. Because of this perception-action coupling, the observation of action can activate the neural codes that are responsible for the execution of corresponding action. This motor system activation increases the potential for observed actions to be executed by the observer; a concept referred to as motor contagion [3]. It is thought that this common coding can be empirically observed by the interference caused by observing movements incongruent to our own executed movements [4]. Neurophysiological and neuro-imaging techniques have indirectly traced these behavioural outcomes to premotor and fronto-parietal regions of the human brain [5, 6]. This neural substrate seems to adhere to principles of Hebbian learning [7], and Associative Sequence Learning (ASL) theory [8, 9], which highlights the formation of stimulus-response links via sensorimotor experience. That is, by repeatedly executing a movement, the motor codes representing the action and the sensory consequences of the action become refined and coupled [10]. In support of this experience-dependent coupling between perception and action, the interference on executed arm movements (e.g., horizontal) (as indicated by involuntary movement variance) caused by observing an incongruent movement (e.g., vertical) may increase after physical practice of the observed (e.g., vertical) movement [11]. Relatedly, the facilitation of congruent actions can be eliminated through short-term incongruent stimulus-response training in which the observer executes an alternative action to that being observed (e.g., close hand response execution following open hand observation) [12, 13]. This incongruent sensorimotor training has been traced to the neural regions underlying typical (or congruent) mirror responses (premotor cortex, inferior parietal lobule; [15, 16]).
There has been a growing interest in the inhibition of contagion. This inhibition may be governed by the medial prefrontal cortex and the temporo-parietal junction [17]; areas strongly related to social cognition [18]. It is proposed that these regions accommodate a distinction between self- and other-generated behaviours (see [19] for a review). Changes in the ability to distinguish between self- and other-generated behaviours could mediate the amount of contagion exhibited by the observer. For example, Cook and Bird [20] showed the initial priming of a prosocial attitude enhanced the mimicry of observed actions. The pro-social prime was proposed to have “blurred” the distinction between self and other, which caused a greater relation between observed and executed actions, and thus, generated contagion.
The distinction between self and other may also be drawn from lower-level processes. That is, the distinction may be determined by a discrepancy between the predicted and actual sensory consequences of executed actions [21] (see also [22]). A match between the predicted and actual sensory consequences leads one to conclude that they were responsible for the action, whereas a mismatch leads to the attribution of “other” sources. The predicted sensory consequences are driven by an internal model that can be updated through sensorimotor experience [10, 23, 24]. It is through repeated experience of the action and its subsequent outcomes that the performer can couple physical reafferent signals with the visual sensory consequences. To elucidate, using the ‘intentional binding’ paradigm (see [25]), where the performer binds the perceived time of an executed action and the subsequent stimulus event, researchers have quantified the distinction between self and other (also referred to as ‘sense of agency’). Of interest, it has been shown that exposure to stimulus information that is contingent upon an executed action (e.g., auditory tone following a finger response) can enhance intentional binding, and with it, the sense of agency [26]. Therefore, it is possible that in the absence of response-produced visual feedback, the motor events are rendered independent of the sensory events. In this situation, the predicted sensory consequences generated from the efference copy may be restricted to non-visual sources of afferent information. Consequently, the ability to distinguish between self- and other-generated actions based on response-produced visual information would be increased in someone trained with visual feedback of their own limb compared to without visual feedback, which would result in differences in the coupling of observed and executed actions, along with the incidence of motor contagion. In other words, the more an individual experiences a specific sensorimotor coupling, the more likely a self-other distinction will occur and contagion will be reduced.
With this in mind, the present study was designed to examine how different sensorimotor experiences affect motor contagion. To this end, we employed a test-retest design in which participants executed cyclical horizontal arm movements during the observation of congruent (horizontal) or incongruent (vertical) movements. Contagion was indicated by an increase in movement variance in the unintended orthogonal (vertical) axis of movement during the observation of incongruent compared to congruent movements. Because this study examined the experience-dependent inhibition of contagion, it was imperative that the participants of interest were initially susceptible to contagion (e.g., [4]). During training, the participants executed horizontal arm movements either with or without vision. If response-specific visual-motor codes developed through sensorimotor experience help to distinguish self- and other-generated actions, which in turn, accommodate the inhibition of motor contagion, then less contagion would be observed after training for the group trained with vision. Meanwhile, if the absence of response-produced visual feedback causes self- and other-generated actions to appear less distinct, then contagion would continue to unfold for the group trained without vision. Although these predictions seem to conflict with the lower-level sensorimotor theories of imitation which generally predict sensorimotor experiences to enhance contagion (e.g., ASL), the present set of predictions are simply alternative outcomes based on the same stimulus-response mechanism. Whereas the sensorimotor experiences that are congruent with the observed stimulus have received most of the attention (e.g., [11]), the present study pertains to sensorimotor experiences of trained movements that are incongruent with the observed stimulus.

Method
Participants
Thirty-five participants (age range = 19-29 years) were randomly assigned to one of two groups (vision n=18, no vision n=17). All participants were self-declared right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and were compensated $10 (CAD). The experimental procedures were approved by the Office of Research Ethics at the University of Toronto and conducted in accordance with the ethical guidelines and standards of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

Apparatus, stimulus, task and procedure
The visual stimulus was displayed on a blank wall via a projector (Dell 1510X) at a viewing distance of 1.9 m. The experiment was controlled using PsychoPy [27] from a host PC with a spatial resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels, and refresh rate of 85 Hz. The stimuli were 30 s videos of a female adult executing straight-line cyclical horizontal (i.e., left (right)-right (left)) arm movements with an orthogonal (vertical) movement variance of 25.53 mm or vertical (i.e., up (down)-down (up)) arm movements with an orthogonal (horizontal) movement variance of 12.98 mm. The individual segments from each of the movement cycles were displaced at approximately 500 mm, and executed at a cycle rate of 0.5 Hz. The size of the visual stimuli was scaled so the individual segments of the model subtended a 500-mm amplitude for the participant’s own movement.
Participants stood 1.9 m from the stimulus display and executed horizontal arm movements similar to the horizontal model stimulus. Prior to data collection, participants became familiar with the horizontal arm movements with the aid of two targets placed on the wall 1350 mm apart (to scale with the prerequisite 500-mm executed amplitude). The movements were paced by an auditory metronome presenting stimuli at 1 Hz. Participants were to execute one arm movement segment/half-cycle per auditory tone (an actual execution rate of 0.5 Hz). The sensorimotor conditions of this initial familiarization phase were similar to the vision training condition because participants could see the movement of their limb. Following sufficient practice (typically 1 or 2 trials), the targets and metronome were removed and participants progressed to the experimental phase.
The experimental procedure followed a test-retest protocol. Participants completed 30-s trials in which they executed the criterion horizontal movement in-time with the video stimulus that was either congruent (horizontal) or incongruent (vertical) to the model’s movement direction. Both the observed stimulus and executed arm movement could be clearly seen by the participants. There were four (2 congruent, 2 incongruent) trials at each of the pre-test and post-test phases, and the presentation order was randomized.
Following the pre-test trials, participants completed the training phase where they executed the same horizontal arm movements without the stimulus display. The vision group was instructed to observe their own arm throughout each trial and the no vision group had their vision occluded. Participants were reminded to try to uphold the criterion horizontal movement amplitude and cycling frequency. There were 15 training trials. A short break was offered after every two trials. Mandatory breaks were issued at the completion of each phase (i.e., pre-test/training/post-test).

Data recording, dependent measures and analysis 
Movements at test phases were recorded via a small infrared sensor attached to the index finger of the executing limb using the 3D Investigator Motion Capture System (Northern Digital Inc., ON, Canada) sampling at 200 Hz. Position data were filtered at 10 Hz using an autoregressive filter implemented in MATLAB. Both the first and last 5 s were removed from the data to minimise any initial asynchrony between observed and executed movements and discard potential inattention or muscular fatigue effects, respectively [28]. Next, movement reversals in the primary axis of movement were identified by the signed change of frame-by-frame differences. The variances of fingertip position in the orthogonal (vertical) axis of movement were then calculated from each individual movement segment. The median of these variance scores were then taken in each individual trial. We removed trials from participants’ data in which the movement variance exceeded 2.5SDs from the within-participant mean movement variance (2.54% of all trials). Participant mean scores that were above or below 2.5SDs away from the grand mean were also removed.
Because we were interested in understanding the influence of training in different sensorimotor conditions on motor contagion, the final analysis only included individuals who demonstrated contagion effects in the pre-test (defined as movement variance that was numerically larger for the incongruent compared to congruent trials; i.e., incongruent –  congruent > 0; see [13]). Variance scores were submitted to a 2 (Vision: Vision, No Vision) by 2 (Test: Pre-test, Post-test) by 2 (Congruency: Congruent, Incongruent) mixed ANOVA with Vision as a between-participant factor, and Test and Congruency as within-participant factors. Any statistical interactions were further decomposed using simple interaction and main effect analyses respectively. Significance was declared at p < .05.

Results
There were 12 participants (8 vision group, 5 no vision group) that failed to show contagion at pre-test, and were thus eliminated from the data set.1 A further one participant from the vision group was removed because their mean movement variance was more than 2.5 SDs from the grand mean. In the end, there were 9 participants in the vision group and 12 participants in the no vision group.
There was a significant main effect congruency, F(1, 19) = 19.54, p < .001, partial ƞ2 = .51, indicating greater variance for the incongruent compared to congruent condition. This effect was superseded by significant two-way interactions between vision and congruency, F(1, 19) = 5.54, p < .05, partial ƞ2 = .23, and test and congruency, F(1, 19) = 17.89, p < .001, partial ƞ2 = .49. There was no significant three-way interaction between vision, test and congruency, F < 1. Simple interaction analyses at each level of test (i.e., pre-test and post-test) revealed a significant effect of congruency, F(1, 19) = 57.54, p < .001, partial ƞ2 = .75, and no significant interaction between vision and congruency, F(1, 19) = 3.64, p > .05, partial ƞ2 = .16, at pre-test (Fig. 1). There was no significant main effect of congruency, F(1, 19) = 2.57, p > .05, partial ƞ2 = .12, although there was a significant interaction between vision and congruency, F(1, 19) = 8.91, p < .01, partial ƞ2 = .32, at post-test. This result indicated that there was greater variance in the incongruent compared to congruent condition (i.e., a contagion effect) for the no vision group, F(1, 19) = 12.29 p < .01, partial ƞ2 = .39, but no difference for the vision group, F < 1. Indeed, from the 12 no vision participants that initially demonstrated contagion at pre-test, there were 10 (83.33%) that continued to exhibit contagion (i.e., incongruent > congruent) at post-test. In contrast, from the 9 vision participants that demonstrated contagion at pre-test, there were only 4 (44.44%) that showed contagion at post-test. Furthermore, using separate paired-sample t-tests on incongruent trials for the vision and no vision groups, we also confirmed that there was a significant decrease from pre-test to post-test in movement variance for the vision group, t(8) = 2.72, p < .05, d = .66. This was not the case for the no vision group, t(11) = 1.28, p > .05, d = .39. Thus, training with vision of the limb appeared to eliminate the contagion effect while training without vision did not.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Discussion
The current study examined the influence of different sensorimotor experiences on motor contagion. More precisely, we modulated the specific sensory information coupled to the motor events during training and examined how this coupling affected the performer’s own movements. It was found that sensorimotor training featuring visual feedback of the limb assisted the performer in inhibiting contagion, but training without visual feedback continued to manifest contagion. These influences of training on contagion are specifically related to individuals that demonstrate inherent levels of contagion.
In part, these findings support the ASL theory because the visual sensory consequences from sensorimotor experiences can facilitate motor responses during the observation of trained movements [12]. To elucidate, movement deviation during the observation of incongruent movements (e.g., vertical) becomes even greater following training in the corresponding set of incongruent movements (e.g., vertical) [11]. However, the present study does not address the excitatory links responsible for increasing contagion by observing trained movements, but instead, the inhibition of contagion by observing untrained movements. That is, movement deviation during the observation of incongruent movements (i.e., vertical) becomes lower following training in an alternative set of congruent movements (i.e., horizontal).
In addition, this is one of the first studies to study ASL through sensorimotor experiences pertaining to external afferent signals generated by the performers themselves. Many studies related to ASL have adopted incongruent or counter-mirror training procedures featuring interpersonal observation-execution, although one of the key predictions involves relating sensory and motor events following intrapersonal observation-execution [32]. For example, infants may begin to mimic manual behaviours following increasing use and observation of their own hands (e.g., [33]). Although the current findings reflect the general role of sensorimotor experience, further investigation is needed to determine the properties of the visual information coded in training. Indeed, the inhibition may result from coding the observed spatial parameters (e.g., left and right in the horizontal) and/or the movement kinematics [34]. Once more, it is possible that the visual feedback of the limb during training helped participants to pay more attention to their own movements at post-test. Indeed, the inhibition of mimicry behaviour has also been suggested to manifest from the input or perceptual stage of processing, which can be influenced by attention [35].
Of interest, it has previously been shown that motor training without visual feedback can enhance the recognition of observed motor behaviours [36]. That is, there was better recognition of an observed movement pattern following training of the same pattern without response-produced visual feedback. Consequently, it was suggested that the mirror-matching mechanism within the human brain, and underlying the recognition of biological motion, is primarily dependent upon motor efference. Indeed, this is pertinent to the understanding of our current findings because the mirror-matching mechanism assumed to underlie observed biological motion is also associated with behavioural outcomes including motor contagion ([3, 37]. Although the contrast to the findings of our study remains elusive, we suggest training with vision has the greatest impact in our study because the interpersonal nature of the motor contagion paradigm assumes continuous coupling between observed and executed actions. Alternatively, visual feedback was perhaps unnecessary for the visual recognition of observed actions in the Casile and Giese [36] study because there may have been a number of other cognitive factors contributing to performance. For example, the recognition of action may be greatly informed by the knowledge of unfolding temporal events, independent of the observed topographical and motion features ([38]). Indeed, it would be interesting to explore whether sensorimotor training featuring visual feedback, as in our study, manifests an additive impact on the visual recognition of biological motion.
The importance ascribed to sensorimotor experience to the inhibition of motor contagion may correspond with the sensorimotor experience related to distinguishing self- and other-generated actions. That is, the inhibition of contagion relates to the ability to distance oneself from others [18, 39]. This distinction is mediated by the comparison of the predicted and actual sensory consequences [21], which are built upon by the sensorimotor experiences accumulated in novel sensorimotor learning [11, 23, 29]. This conjecture is supported by evidence of enhancing self-other distinction following stimulus-response associative learning [26]. To elucidate, participants initially experienced an auditory tone stimulus that was contingent or non-contingent upon an executed action. The contingent condition caused participants to more closely bind the perceived time of an executed action and the auditory stimulus that was generated shortly after it. Thus, it elicited a greater sense of agency. With respect to the current findings, the sensorimotor experiences of the vision group may have accommodated the coupling of sensory and motor events for an increasing sense of agency, which in turn, mediated contagion.
Of interest, the sensorimotor experiences mediating inhibition were found only after training with vision, which indicates that the reafferent signals responsible for updating an internal model for action required the accompanying external visual afference. This finding is consistent with evidence from the manual aiming literature in which extended training with visual feedback improves both movement planning and online limb control [40, 41]. Moreover, this sensory-specific training actually disadvantaged participants when they were required to execute under open-loop/no vision conditions. Thus, training with vision appeared to have enhanced the representation of the trained manual response by integrating the external visual afference. Presumably, the vision training condition in the current study specifically refined an internal model that was contingent upon the presence of visual feedback.
Recent evidence surrounding the inhibition of motor contagion has been strongly linked to neural regions involved in social cognition [17]. However, it remains to be seen how these regions are related to the current evidence of sensorimotor experiences underpinning inhibition. To this end, we draw on recent neuro-imaging evidence indicating that the social neural network closely interacts with the inferior frontal mirror regions during the interpretation [42] and mimicry [43] of observed human movements. In the context of the current findings, it may be the coupling of sensory and motor events accumulated in training elaborates on a sensorimotor representation, which helps to distinguish self- and other-generated actions within the mirror regions of the brain (inferior frontal cortex). As a consequence, this information may be forwarded to the top-down social regions (medial prefrontal cortex, temporo-parietal junction) associated with inhibition.

Conclusion
The present study revealed exposure to response-produced visual feedback during intrapersonal sensorimotor training aided the inhibition of motor contagion. In the absence of this feedback, contagion continued to unfold. This finding indicates the importance of sensorimotor experiences for the mediation of inhibition, perhaps via an increasing distinction between self- and other-generated actions. Because these findings were restricted to a sub-set of individuals that were initially susceptible to contagion, it is of interest whether similar findings can be reflected in alternative paradigms with potentially more salient mimicry effects (e.g., [13]). Finally, these findings may have implications for the treatment of echopraxic symptoms and related disorders (e.g., [44]).
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Figure captions
Fig. 1 Mean movement variance as a function of vision training, test and congruency (error bars represent standard errors).
Footnote
1.	The failure to find baseline contagion in some individuals was unexpected, but may be due to a series of factors manifesting from individual differences including visual tracking of the stimulus [30] and/or primed social attitude [31]. Notably, this subset of participants indicated segment movement times close to the criterion (M = 986.53ms, SE = 1.57 ms), which would strongly suggest they followed instructions to move in-time with the stimulus.
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